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• SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, AT KERNEWEK LOWENDER (CORMISH 
FESTIVAL) LAUNCHING. ADELAIDE. 23.9.74. 
Mr. Russack, ladies and gentlemen : 
I'm delighted to be able to be with you today for the launching 
of South Australia's second Cornish Festival. 
A lot of us in this room, I think, could be excused for feeling a 
little smug today. 
When the idea of a special, tourism-promoting Festival centred on 
our Cornish mining towns of Kadina, Moonta and Wallaroo was mooted 
a few years ago, it met with a mixture of indifference and disbelief. 
"It can't be done" we were told. "What Cornish heritage?", we were 
asked. 
^ ^ Well, it took a lot of hard work and there were a lot of obstacles 
along the way, but I think the critics were pretty effectively 
silenced on the May long weekend last year. 
Success exceeded our expectations; 11,000 people turned up for the 
fun, the towns received a very useful injection of money and we even 
had dancing in the streets. 
It's going to be even better next time. 
With the team that's now been built up, the expertise gained, 
contacts made and enthusiasm/generated, I believe the second and 
subsequent Cornish Festivals Iwill achieve success on a national scale. 
Not only that - I don't see Kernewek Lowender as a single happening 
but rather as a culmination of activity. 
I think that, properly developed, that unique triangle of towns can 
draw on and display its Cornish heritage in such a way that there 
is a continuing and expanding tourism industry that will, literally, 
revitalise them. 
It's already beginning to happen. Motel units have been built at 
Moonta Bay, Kadina is to have its first caravan park and three other 
parks are having their facilities upgraded for the Festival. The 
infrastructure is being built up with emphasis on tourism facilities 
for the whole family. 
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We can do a lot more. 
As many of you will know, during my recent overseas visit I made a 
special trip to Cornwall to see how tourism is organised there and 
what we can learn from them. 
It's very well organised indeed and we can learn a lot. 
What I saw was very encouraging from our particular point of view. 
In some ways our Cornish towns have more going for them than the 
Cornwell Cornish towns. 
For instance, our old mine workings. Their buildings and miners' 
cottages are just as interesting and a lot more attractive than 
those I saw in Cornwall. 
The difference is that the British having got in first naturally 
have a start on us in restoration work. In some cases this has 
been confined to the mine buildings. In others the actual mine 
itself is a working proposition deriving some of its income from 
visitors and some from the sale of ore. 
Major developments of this kind usually incorporate a tourism centre 
featuring a well, and often expensively produced audio-visual 
presentation relating the attraction itself - be it a mine or an 
old mansion - to the area and its history. 
The point here is that the attractions are firmly bedded in reality -
there's little or none of that ghastly Disneyland syndrome of 
instant castles and ersatz history. 
The restoration of buildings and artefacts have, indeed, become 
quite an industry under the somewhat fanciful name of industrial 
archeology, attracting both professional and amateur enthusiasts. 
This has obvious relevance to us. 
While, apart from Aboriginal relics many of which are in any case 
sacred, Australia is short on ruins, but our industrial history 
is almost as long as Cornwall's and it's certainly as interesting. 
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We have a wealth of material and a fascinating history - much of it 
concentrated around the Cornish towns of the Yorke Peninsula - which 
we could draw on to provide tourists with activity enough for a 
lengthy stay. 
We could - with a comparatively small investment using private 
capital and maybe a measure of Government assistance - rework the 
mines in an entirely novel way; 
Much of South Australia's early history was made in those towns 
for instance, they provided three State Premiers - and this can be 
packaged as a theme rather in the way that Cornish tourism 
authorities relentlessly push the Arthurian legend. 
We can co-operate with Cornish authorities - I know that an ' 
impressive start has already been made - to get genuine Cornish 
products and exchange visits to heighten the traditional flavour 
of the Yorke Peninsula. I've had preliminary discussions on this. 
In pursuit of the tourist dollar - as well as from purely local 
pride and historical consciousness - the Cornish have produced a 
positive library of books, records, pamphlets and other material. 
The Kernewek Lowender organisers are already arranging for this to 
be available at our Festival time. We won't be able to reproduce 
the rugged grandeur of the north Cornish. But our climate is 
better and so are our beaches. 
Development of the full order I believe possible in this area will 
take both time and money. But visitors will have plenty to choose 
from at the next Festival which begins on May 16 and goes to the 19th. 
There'll be brass bands, regional foods, a furry dance, choirs, 
drama and traditional songs. There'll also be Swanky galore. 
In short, to coin a phrase, the next Kernewek Lowender will be 
bigger and better. 
Thank You. 
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We have a wealth of material and a fascinating history - much of it 
concentrated around the Cornish towns of the Yorke Peninsula - which 
we could draw on to provide tourists with activity enough for a 
lengthy stay. 
We could - with a comparatively small investment using private 
capital and maybe a measure of Government assistance - rework the 
mines in an entirely novel way. 
Much of South Australia's early history was made in those towns 
for instance, they provided three State Premiers - and this can be 
packaged as a theme rather in the way that Cornish tourism 
authorities relentlessly push the Arthurian legend. 
We can co-operate with Cornish authorities - I know that an ' 
impressive start has already been made - to get genuine Cornish 
products and exchange visits to heighten the traditional flavour 
of the Yorke Peninsula. I've had preliminary discussions on this. 
In pursuit of the tourist dollar - as well as from purely local 
pride and historical consciousness - the Cornish have produced a 
positive library of books, records, pamphlets and other material. 
The Kernewek Lowender organisers are already arranging for this to 
be available at our Festival time. We won't be able to reproduce 
the rugged grandeur of the north Cornish. But our climate is 
better and so are our beaches. 
Development of the full order I believe possible in this area will 
take both time and money. But visitors will have plenty to choose 
from at the next Festival which begins on May 16 and goes to the 19th. 
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